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President’s Corner
Friends,
As President, and a Member of
the CVAS be assured that the
most important thing to me is
everyone’s health and wellbeing. I and the other officers
have been contacted about
meeting at Indian Hill.
Unfortunately the recommended
guidance still limits gatherings to
10 or less with appropriate social
distancing. Most of our summer meetings are twice that
size, and whereas distancing is possible outside what if
it starts raining? Even more frustrating would be a
perfect night for observing. The logistics of disinfecting
the controls and eyepieces after each viewer would be
difficult at best. I am in regular contact with the officers,
and we agree the best course of action at this time is to
have virtual meetings.
We will do our best to organize more virtual viewing
sessions, as that seemed to be well received.
We will continue to follow the guidance provided by
state and local government, as well as take queues from
what the Geauga and Lake park districts recommend.
I’ll remind you that Indian Hill is always open to
members, but please follow safe practices.
Hoping we all have good health, and clear skies.
Joe
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Observer’s Log #1
Russ Swaney
Supernova SN 2020jfo
On May 9th a new Supernova in Messier 61 (a weakly-barred spiral
in Virgo) was discovered.
On May 12th I took this image from my driveway using a 10 inch
Schmidt-Newtonian and SBIG 8300 CCD camera. M61 is only
about 6.5 arc-minutes across.

Continued on next page
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Observer’s Log #1 (cont)
Every active star undergoes fusion, starting with hydrogen building up helium and successive
heavier elements. If the star is sufficiently massive (at least 8x the mass of our Sun), it can
fuse elements all the way up to iron. However, when the fusion chain reaches iron, the energy
required to fuse iron is more than the energy that you get from fusing iron, no matter how
massive a star. So, energy starts being absorbed rather than released, causing the iron core to
build up. Eventually the star grows too dense to support itself - the outward explosive push of
its fusion no longer counteracts the huge pull of its own gravity. The core collapses into degenerate matter (atomic nuclei crushed together, forming a volume only a few miles across but
with a mass of our Sun). The in-falling hydrogen and helium from the outer layers suddenly
hit this hard surface and fuse instantly. The resulting explosion blows off the star’s atmosphere
and releases a flood of radio noise, light, heat, x rays, cosmic rays, and neutrinos— an expanding spherical shell shining brighter than all the other stars in the galaxy: a supernova.
Editor’s Note: George Gliba forwarded the following message to the CVAS members
on May 9th when the Supernova was identified:
“Very cool. I love observing SN too. I have seen 42 of them in 46 years (since 1974).
Almost all of our Iron comes from type Ia SN, which is a White Dwarf Conflagration.
The type II SN are from much more massive Blue Supergiants Stars that trap the
Iron that is produced in a Neutron Star or a Black Hole, depending on the mass. So,
without the type Ia SN we, and presumably other ET civilizations, wouldn’t exist. An
interesting thought.”
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Observer’s Log #2
Anthony Mallama
Venus in Three Crescents
Below are three images of Venus taken at intervals of two weeks in
April and May. During this time Venus moved more into line
between the Earth and Sun. The pictures show how the planet's
crescent grew thinner and its apparent diameter increased as a
result of the changing geometry. These images were taken during
daylight with a Meade ETX-125 telescope, a projection eyepiece
and a CoolPix camera.
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Observer’s Log #3

Joe Petrick
M81
Here’s an image I took with my Meade 16 Inch telescope back in 2017
when I was living in South Carolina. Sky & Telescope published this
image in there August 2017 issue. Joe
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Observer’s Log #4
Russ Swaney
1656 - Massive Galaxy Cluster in Coma Berencies
Abell 1656 also known as the Coma Cluster is a group of around
1000 galaxies found in the spring constellation Coma Berencies. 2
hrs. of 240 minute subs, with 10" F4 SN from my driveway Not a
very interesting image to look at but certainly mind blowing to
think about. The annotated image is down to about 16th
magnitude Most points of light in this image are in fact galaxies
not stars, most of them either dwarf or giant elliptcals, each made
up of millions or billions of solar masses. Towards the center are the two giant elliptical
galaxies NGC 4874 and 4889 which are about 321 million light years in distance. To put that
into perspective, the light that hit my camera left the cluster when reptiles first started to
evolve from amphibians. This is what this galaxy cluster looked like before dinosaurs roamed
the Earth. To see what it looks like right now someone would need to take a picture of it again
in another 321 million years.
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Observer’s Log #5
Gus Saikaly
April Night Sky
Pictures taken by Gus Saikaly with Panasonic G7 from the
front, back, and sides of his yard.

Supermoon on April 7th at 8:33 PM
1/5 Sec, F5.6, ISO 800

Meteor: while trying (and failed!) To
image Comet Atlas on April 2nd, a
meteor zipped by at 11:10 PM;
15 sec, F2.2, ISO 1600
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Observer’s Log #5 (cont)

Venus visiting the Sisters (Pleiades, M45)
on April 2nd at 9 PM
5/2 sec, F5.6, ISO 800

Starlinks, Elon Musk’s satellites on April 24th, at 10:09 PM
30 sec, F17, ISO 800
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Observer’s Log #6
Emily Masar (Joe’s 9 Year Old Daughter)
Messier Marathon 2020
On March 21, 2020 me and my father went out in our driveway and had our own Messier
Marathon.
A Messier Marathon is looking at a series of objects discovered by French astronomer Charles
Messier. We viewed 10 objects including 4 open clusters M35, M36, M37, and M38. We also
tried to look at M82 an irregular galaxy, and M81 a spiral galaxy, but both came out looking
like fuzzies. We tried looking at a planetary nebula M1 and another spiral galaxy M51.
I also learned how to align the telescope and drive it by typing different buttons on the control
pad. Me and my dad also did a 2-star alignment so the telescope could know where we were
on the earth. Overall, I had an amazing time looking at some of my favorite stars, clusters,
nebulas, and galaxies.
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Astronomy News from Western Ohio during Covid-19
George Trimble

Greetings, All,
I sure do miss the camaraderie we shared at our monthly meetings.
This sentiment seems more poignant given the extreme isolation
imposed by the Covid-19 crisis.
Upon arrival at Van Wert, I started a new Meetup with the intention
of bringing astronomy to my new home. Here is the gist.
What we're about:
This meet-up is for those interested in learning more about various topics in Science,
Technology, Engineering, & Mathematics. Initially, topics and maker projects will be
presented by Dr. Trimble, the group's organizer. The hope is, that new members are
eventually inspired to present topics of their own choosing to the group (optionally).
Topics range from simple to advanced. Examples: ancient astronomy, making sundials,
the astrolabe, solstices and equinoxes, scale of the solar system, solar eclipses, telescope
mirror grinding, sexagesimal numerical system, binary mathematics, computer
architecture, building a simple adder, derivation of the quadratic equation, special
relativity with algebra, star parties, navigating by the stars, crystal radio & etc.
LEARN. TEACH. MAKE. OBSERVE.
At the Van Wert STEM meetup, Your Mind is Your Playground!
I found that there are no science related clubs in town, so I broadened the scope a bit, hoping to
entice the greatest number of people to attend. So far, I have 10 members. I also met with the
director of our local art museum, who puts on a monthly beer tasting event. She was very
excited by the idea of hosting star parties!
...and then Covid-19 hit. Sadly, I’ve not yet had the opportunity to host a single event.
I have been otherwise occupied with helping orchestrate our community's response to this crisis.
We knocked out the windows of each ICU room to retrofit as negative pressure rooms. We
altered the traffic flow through the hospital to limit exposures, closed the cafeteria to outside
access, and trained employees in PPE use. I did numerous community service announcements
and hosted a crash course in hospital-based medicine for community docs accustomed to private
practice outside of the hospital. All of this in preparation for the wave of deathly ill patients that
never came.
Our community is small enough, and heeded the social distancing warnings rapidly enough that
we avoided a surge in cases. I treated the only case in our county that required (cont)
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Astronomy News from Western Ohio during Covid-19 (cont)
George Trimble
hospitalization: he survived, but it was a ghastly disease which ravaged his body for weeks. I
watched his care take a considerable psychological toll on staff. These cleaning staff, nurses and
techs came in to work to care for someone with the disease, despite their fears of contracting the
disease or transmitting it to family. Almost a definition of bravery. I’m proud to count myself
amongst their number.
I can only imagine the sorry situation in New York, or Detroit… I count myself very lucky.
Whatever the case, our hospital is strangely quiet: people are staying home. As a result we are
nervously awaiting the rush. The preparations having been completed, and having nothing left to
preoccupy our minds, anticipation begins to takes its own toll in stress.
I am looking forward to a time when some semblance of normalcy returns to society. Until then,
I will continue to delve into astronomical studies, mathematical review, and night time
observing. (A clear night in Van Wert is breathtaking!)
An uplifting parting thought from a master wordsmith:

I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud
BY WILLIAM WORDSWORTH
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o'er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
The waves beside them danced; but they
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee:
A poet could not but be gay,
In such a jocund company:
I gazed—and gazed—but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought:
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.

Very Best Regards To All My Friends at CVAS, George Trimble
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Land Acquisition Project Update
Marty Mullet
As you all know by now, our land acquisition project is sloooooowly
being finalized. As of this writing, it is making its way through the
county and township zoning approval process however, the current
Covid19 crisis has certainly slowed the process.
We are acquiring about twelve and three-quarters acres immediately
West and South of our existing lot [Ed: see Land Plat on next page].
It will provide room for expansion; we can relocate the North
Observatory to a drier location and allow us to maintain a buffer of
vegitation between the observatories and our neighbors on Windmill Drive. Our plan is to sell
the southernmost few acres to adjacent property owners to help finance this project.
The Richards’ have been most patient with us since this project has run into more than a few
bottlenecks. We are also grateful to Kim Richards Grimme for her donation of one-third of the
value of the transaction.
At our next meeting, I’ll recommend developing a master plan for improvements. To all the
members who provided generous loans and donations, THANK YOU! You are the ones who
made this all possible!
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Land Acquisition Project Update (cont)
Marty Mullet
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1,000 Satellites You Can See
Tony Mallama
Stargazers like us are no strangers to Earth-orbiting satellites. Who hasn't
seen one of these intriguing points of light glide through our familiar
constellations? Each of these space-faring birds is recorded in a catalog
called Spacetrack which now contains over 40,000 entries. From my own
observations, I estimate that about 1,000 of these can be easily seen with
the naked eye and binoculars.
The most numerous of these bright objects are military satellites and
Russia is the world-leader in this area. They began launching satellites in
their Cosmos series during the height of the Cold War in the 1960s and
they never stopped. Many of these sats are for spying by means of direct
imaging and by electronic eavesdropping. The number of Cosmos
satellites launched exceeds 2,500. I've identified more than 300 Cosmos
satellites and their rockets. Many of them can be seen with the naked eye.
While Cosmos satellites go back many years, the Starlink series is new. Starlink is the
brainchild of Elon Musk and his SpaceX company. The constellation of satellites will provide
low-cost internet connectivity for the whole world. Many thousands of satellites will be
required for this task and there was concern that they may interfere with astronomical
observing. However, SpaceX has redesigned Starlink satellites so new ones won't be visible to
the naked eye. I have identified more than 200 of them. Our Director of Observations, Gus
Saikaly, has imaged several of these satellites.
The Cosmos and Starlink satellites make up about one-half of the 1,000+ birds that I've seen.
The others constitute a mixed bag. Astronomy satellites on my list include the Hubble Space
Telescope and the three Orbiting Astronomical Observatories. I've also seen COBE - the
Cosmic Background Explorer which confirmed the Big Bang theory, and IRAS - the Infrared
Astronomy Satellite.
There are also quite a few US Navy satellites for ocean surveillance. Some of these are
interesting to observe because they travel across the sky in pairs. The US military is also
responsible for the many satellites of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program.
Other countries have launched satellites, too, of course. China is becoming a big player and
recently I saw three of their birds flying in formation. I have also seen satellites from England,
France, Italy, Germany, Sweden, Israel, India, Japan and Argentina.
For anyone interested in observing Earth-orbiting satellites along with the familiar planets and
deep-sky objects, I recommend Heavens-Above.com. There you can generate a nightly list of
bright satellites visible from your location and produce star charts that show their paths across
your local sky. Satellite-watching is an enjoyable way to supplement regular astronomical siteseeing.
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1,000 Satellites You Can See (cont)
Tony Mallama

A string of Starlink satellites over Tubingen, Germany
Creative Commons Public Domain Image
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Virtual Reality Media for Astronomy and Space
Tony Mallama

Virtual Reality is an increasingly popular form of education and
entertainment, which is sometimes called 'edutainment'. I recently
purchased an Oculus Quest VR headset to try it out and I've generally
been pleased. Here are brief descriptions of some astronomy and spacerelated apps and videos that I've experienced.
Apollo 11
In the opening scene you are sitting in a 1960s furnished living room. You can look all around
the room by turning your head because it is 360 degree VR. The television set is showing
President Kennedy's famous speech about space exploration and the goal of landing a man the
Moon and returning him safely to Earth.
In the launch scene at Cape Canaveral you are seated in the crew cabin with the astronauts. If
you move your head back and forth the view out of the window changes in a very realistic
way. Later scenes include Earth orbit, trans-lunar-injection, spacecraft docking, arrival at the
Moon, landing on the Moon's surface, ascent from the surface and re-entry into the Earth's
atmosphere.
The stars that are visible in many scenes are similar to those you'd see in a planetarium. The
best animation, in my opinion, is the lunar landscape as seen from orbit - it's breathtaking.
Some of the other animations are less convincing. This VR experience is very educational and
well worth the $10 cost.
Star Chart
This app puts you in the center of a virtual planetarium. As with Apollo 11, you can see the
stars behind you by turning your head, but Star Chart is also interactive, so you can rotate the
planetarium dome itself with the hand-motion controller to see different parts of the sky. The
Milky Way is nicely portrayed and info about any star can easily be displayed using the
controller. This app would be ideal for someone learning the constellations.
I especially like the solar system mode which allows you to view the planets orbiting the Sun.
You can adjust the date or set the planets in motion to watch various configurations play out. I
examined February's evening apparition of Mercury (which was clouded out for me) and I
found the next one coming in June. I also followed the great springtime evening apparition of
Venus and the upcoming conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn. The background stars seemed to
be placed correctly relative to the planets.
Star Chart also lets you travel to any of the planets using your hand controllers and to rotate
them for a close-up look. My favorite experience was going through the plane of Saturn's
rings. This is another $10 app that is definitely worth the price.
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Virtual Reality Media for Astronomy and Space (cont)
Tony Mallama
Mission: ISS
In this app you can move around the International Space Station and interact with it to a limited
degree. You can also go outside the Station and jet around to see the exterior. This was the
most educational experience for me because I was largely unfamiliar with the physical aspects
of the ISS. An unexpected 'reality' for me was the lack of up and down which made me feel
slightly queasy after a while. This app came with my headset at no additional cost.
YouTube 360 Degree Videos
I am just starting to explore the ever growing number of VR choices on YouTube. Besides the
many pure astronomy and space exploration videos, the northern lights are a very popular
subject. Some experiences are 360 degrees while others are 180. Even the regular YouTube
videos are enhanced with a VR headset though because the views are similar to those in an
IMAX theater.
In addition there are many terrestrial videos that will appeal to anyone who likes nature. Some
of these are scenic like the Greenland's glaciers and our national parks while others involve
wild animals on land and in the seas. National Geographic produces some of the best
experiences.
Vader: Immortal
I couldn't omit this app from the reviews even though it is pure fantasy. The Darth Vader
experience is totally interactive and super-high quality. Your android assistant guides you
through the piloting of a faster-than-light star ship and takes you on an adventure on a distant
planet in a galaxy far, far away. You get to use a light saber and fight storm troopers equipped
with blasters, too. This app was bundled with my headset.

Oculus Quest Cordless VR Headset and Hand-Motion Controllers
Author's image
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Some Additional Information on the Main Belt Asteroid 4817 Gliba
George Gliba
While one compares the albedos determined for the asteroid 4817
Gliba and 4 Vesta, they seem very suspiciously similar.
The Geometric albedo value of 4 Vesta is 0.423 while it is 0.446 for
4817 Gliba. The 0.423 is very similar to the Regolith value for 4
Vesta but not quite as bright as the 0.446 for 4817 Gliba. This may
also indicate the presence of excess Eucrite and Diogenite type
minerals, which together have a higher albedo value than
weathered regolith material for the surface and crust of 4 Vesta.
This was due to a very large impact on 4 Vesta roughly 1 to 2
billion years ago.
If we assume the difference would be due to the impact ejecta of millions of tons of material
from 4 Vesta showing much less space weathering than the Howardite Crust Regolith material,

4 Vesta from Dawn on July 17, 2011. The image was taken from a distance of 9,500 miles (15,000 km) away
from Vesta (Source: NASA Public Domain Photo). Basically the whole picture area shown is Rheasilvia. The
large mountain peak near the center of the picture is the central peak. If you look close you can see the outer
rim of the crater. This impact almost broke 4 Vesta up completely, which released tons of deep Mantle material.
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Additional Information on the Main Belt Asteroid 4817 Gliba (cont)
George Gliba
which has a mix of the deeper Eucritic material from the upper Mantle and even some of
the deeper, and relatively fresher, Diogenite material near the Core Zone, the
Geometric albedo would be expected to be somewhat higher.
For this to be so the impact would have had to be tremendous and it would have created a very
large impact crater on 4 Vesta. The obvious candidate is the very large impact crater
Rheasilvia located near the south pole of 4 Vesta. Rheasilvia was discovered in Hubble Space
Telescope images in 1997, but was not named until the arrival of the NASA Dawn spacecraft
in 2011.
So, although it very possible that the very large impact that occurred on the asteroid 4 Vesta
billions of years ago that created the crater Rheasilvia also created the family of Vestoid
Asteroids and also the minor planet 4817 Gliba as well.
What is most interesting to me is that as a meteorite collector myself I have a few meteorites
thought to be from 4 Vesta. They are called the HED group of achondrite meteorites and
are thought to be from a deep impact about 1.5 billion of years ago on 4 Vesta.
4817 Gliba (from NASA/JPL Small Body Database Browser)
Classification: Main-belt Asteroid:04817
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Notes & News
● From Tony Mallama on March 16th:
The news media have picked up a story about the North Star also known as Polaris. Two
researchers at the University of Toronto, Hilding Neilson and Haley Blinn, have pointed
out several discrepancy about this well known star. Among them are its mass, distance and
age - some of the most fundamental stellar characteristics. The results depend upon
whether the method used to derive them is based on observational data or whether it is
theoretical data from models of stellar evolution. Observational data include the
trigonometric parallax (distance) and the mutual orbits of this multiple star system which
give its mass. Theoretical results, on the other hand, are inferred from physical models of
stars and the fact that Polaris is a Cepheid variable with a known pulsation frequency. The
uncertainties between the two sets of results are specially strange for a bright, prominent
star that has been extensively studied for many years. The authors do not offer a definitive
resolution to these discrepancies and so the mystery remains.
Editor’s Note: Below is the link to the original article. Recall that that Polaris is our "North Star"
only temporarily in a geologic sense.
https://www.realclearscience.com/articles/2020/03/13/something_strange_is_going_on_with_the_
north_star_111321.html

● From Joe Petrick on May 20th:
I’ve started building my observatory in Concord. See attached photo. Hopefully a few
weeks and I will be taking some pictures. Weather permitting.
Editor’s Note: Where’s
the barbeque grill go?
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Notes & News (cont)
● From Russ Swaney on March 26th and Bob Benedict: Comet Atlas
Comet C/2019 Y4 (ATLAS) is currently 99,241,031 miles (159,712,959 kilometers)
from earth. Light takes 8 minutes and 52.7451 seconds to travel from the comet to us. Its
closest approach happens on Saturday, May 23rd, 2020.
The link below is a video of Comet C/2019 Y4 “ATLAS" moving through Ursa Major
on the evening of March 25th to early morning March 26th.
https://youtu.be/QR86HBjl1rM
The comets’s current sky motion is 1.75 arc-seconds per minute. This is three hours of
exposures time lapsed to 5 seconds. The Field of View (FOV) is about 25 x 20 arcseconds. The original AVI file has a lot more detail (YouTube does a lot of
compression).
Bob Benedict sent the photos below of C/2019 Y4 on April 18th.
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Notes & News (cont)
● From Stephen Christopher on April 8th : Criterion Custom Deluxe Dynascope
This is a 1958-63 8" f/8 Criterion Custom DeLuxe Dynascope. Criterion made a limited
number of these in 1958-63. They came in 6", 8", 10", and 12". My wife and I went to
NY near Albany about 2 months ago. It belonged to Union Community College in NY.
The fellow that had this was one of their IT people. They were tossing 4 telescopes, one
of which was these. I paid only $300 for it!!! It needed an entire paint job, optics cleaned,
clock drive re-wired, and new cord. Amazingly, the optics still have good coatings. They
still have the Pancro sticker. I have a copy of the original Criterion catalog about these
scopes. I did all the work myself. It had a right angle finder, original. I purchased an
original straight through finder on Cloudy Nights. I do not like RA finders. The GEM
mount is nice and smooth. The mount was missing the wood tripod legs that fit inside the
pier. I purchased an original set on Cloudy Nights, re-finished them. The scope is all set to
mount outside on my 14' extension we are putting on my deck. It should be outside and
ready to use in 2-3 weeks!
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Notes & News (cont)
● From Chris Stephan on May 15th:
Beginning with the Summer 2000 issue of Amateur Astronomy, I will be a contributing
editor!!! This issue will contain one or two articles that I have submitted. I have been
asked to write a quarterly article on variable star observing and variable stars. I also have
submitted an article on my home observatory, The Robert Clyde Observatory (address
below). I hope CVAS members can subscribe. It is actually a nice magazine. Printed
version is in B&W, while the online version is in color. https://amateurastronomy.com .
Chris Stephan, CVAS
Robert Clyde Observatory
1899 Lost Creek Rd
Fort Gay, WV 25514
● From Tony Mallama on May 27th:
Sky and Telescope Magazine published a feature written by Tony Mallama on their web
site at https://skyandtelescope.org/observing/measuring-planet-magnitudes/. The article
describes some surprising findings from a study of planetary magnitudes. The improved
magnitudes will be used in the Astronomical Almanac beginning this year. Interestingly,
they are already being used by Gus Saikaly in his Monthly Sky Calendar sent to club
members. The author bio of the article mentions the CVAS.
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“Worlds in Collision” by Immanuel Velikovsky
A Book Review by Chris Powell
Editor’s Note: Certain “scientific” theories can fall out of favor to the point of
hostility and to where institutional science avoids studies that even remotely appear
similar. Immanuel Velikovsky’s theories of planetary collision are a case in point
(Google “Velikovsky Affair” for some interesting background). I read
Velikovsky’s books in high school (they are still probably in the Burton Public
Library) and would bait my Ohio State University astronomy professor in 1973
with statements like “Well, Velikovsky says….”. Planetary collision theories were
essentially verboten at that time because of his work.
Then Walter Alverez came out with the now widely accepted theory that an asteroid collision with
earth resulted in the great extinction event marked by the Cretaceous–Tertiary or K–T boundary. The
August 2018 issue of Sky & Telescope has an excellent article that matter of factly states “A planetscale smash created Earth’s satellite” and “The Great Wallop; About 4 ½ billion years ago, a Marssize body and the proto-earth - both with atmospheres and likely surface oceans - crashed into each
other”. Except for the time frame (and a lot of other disputable points) this sounds remarkably like
the thesis of Velikovsky’s book “Worlds in Collision”.
To sort of bookend the early theories of planetary collision with contemporary science fiction works
of the time, and to set the mood for this article, I asked Gus Saikaly to review the 1932 book “When
Worlds Collide” which was made into a movie in 1951 directed by George Pal. Gus Saikaly
graciously accepted and provided a great review in the last issue.
I then asked our CVAS Historian, Dan Rothestein, for his own observations on Velikovsky’s work
which he has provided as follows:
“Some of my recollections of the Velikovsky affair: I was in high school physics class when I
stumbled onto Velikovsky in the Kenston library in the early sixties, and he was already
discredited. My first impression was that he was trying to throw together myths of every culture
as if they were true events, using coincidences as truth, being very selective in his use of material,
ignoring what didn't agree with his theories. He was using what is now known as a Catastrophist
interpretation of geology, especially to explain the Biblical Flood, rather than the
Uniformitarianism interpretation used today. He had planets zooming around the solar system
ignoring the laws of Gravitation. He had Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, and Venus all having different
just-close-enough encounters with the earth, all within historical times. I can't remember which
one, but one of the planets was supposed to have jumped out of another to strike earth. He tried to
revise ancient chronology by thousands of years to fit his theories. Although some of his crosscultural coincidences and migrating planets (we now place them 4.5 billion years ago taking
millions of years to complete) are accepted today, in his time they were considered to be
physically impossible.” Dan Rothstein

“Worlds in Collision” by Immanuel Velikovsky
Immanuel Velikovsky was born in White Russia in 1895 (present day Belarus). He knew
several languages as a child and did well in Russian and mathematics. Traveling abroad, he
studied medicine in Montpellier, France and at the University of Edinburgh before returning
to Russia and receiving a medical degree from the University of Moscow in 1921. He then
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“Worlds in Collision” a Book Review (cont)
left Russia and went to Berlin where he worked on two volumes of scientific papers, with
Albert Einstein helping to prepare the volume dealing with mathematics. From 1924 to 1939
Velikovsky practiced medicine, psychiatry, and psychoanalysis in the British Mandate of
Palestine. In 1939, he immigrated with his wife to New York City. In the following years he
developed and discussed his theories with his friend, Albert Einstein, and wrote his books. He
died in Princeton, New Jersey, in 1979.
His book, “Worlds in Collision” was originally published in 1950 by Macmillan after being
rejected by eight other publishing houses and was the first of his works which inspired a great
deal of “annoyance” in the scientific community after Harper’s Magazine published a positive
review. This was followed by “Ages in Chaos” in 1952 and “Earth in Upheaval” in 1955
(both published by Doubleday). In what was referred to as “the Velikovsky Affair”, American
scientists and universities boycotted his original publisher, Macmillan, refusing to buy
textbooks from the publisher. Efforts were made to discredit him and keep him off college
campuses. Velikovsky’s rebuttals to criticism of his works in the press were not allowed to be
published or were suppressed. Sound familiar?
“Worlds in Collision” essentially addresses the theory that the supposed eternal rhythm of
planetary motion was anything but eternal or rhythmic, and that these “chaotic” movements
occurred in historic times, not just in very ancient geologic times.
Part 1 of the book covers his theory that Venus was originally ejected as a comet from Jupiter
during some internal geologic upheaval, retaining a carbon compound rich atmosphere and
moving in a long elliptical orbit that crossed the path of Earth orbit at regular intervals. At the
time of the biblical Exodus, 3400 to 3500 years ago, Venus came into glancing contact with
the earth. The affects of this collision and mixing of atmospheres were seen in the ten plagues
of Egypt and the tidal affects in earthquakes and the parting of the Red Sea near Sinai leading
to the destruction of Pharaoh’s army. Debris from Venus’s cometary tail as the Earth passed
through it rained down as rocks. His more interesting theories were that Jovian life-forms in
the Venusian atmosphere entered the Earth atmosphere, resulting in the plagues of vermin,
including mice like creatures. The carbon rich atmosphere also mixed with the oxygen in our
atmosphere to result in rains of naphtha (gasoline), and that which did not burn soaked into the
rocks of the Middle East to contribute to the large organic oil deposits already existing.
Further, these carbon compounds were the source of the “manna” that fed the Israelites in the
desert as essentially a baked bread-like substance. Finally, the difference in electrical
potentials between the atmospheres led to massive electrical discharges resulting in the
biblical “pillars of fire”.
As you have probably observed, “Worlds in Collision” is heavy on Old Testament references,
with the first Five books of the Bible, understood to be written by Moses, providing first hand,
eye-witness testimony as to the affects of the close encounter. However, Velikovsky goes to
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great lengths to bring in contemporaneous testimony from the written histories of Egypt,
China, India, the Mayans, Incans, Toltecs, Aztecs and Babylonians as well as folklore from
Lapland, the Maoris in New Zealand, the Pacific Islanders and others. (It is worth noting that
roughly 6% of the book is made up of bibliography and 23% is made up of foot-note
explanations and sourcing. Velikovsky is no piker on beating you over the head with citations
and sources.) This, however, is one of the weaknesses of his supporting arguments; many of
these supposedly contemporaneous cultures were not even in existence 3400 to 3500 years
ago (1550 BCE to 1450 BCE), especially the New World and South Pacific ones. Also, his
somewhat puzzling throw-in of the legend of the sinking of Atlantis seems to be trying too
hard.
Following this collision, Venus continued in an orbit that repeatedly threatened Earth and her
people approximately every 52 years for eight hundred years. Velikovsky points out and uses
as evidence for Venus’s unique role that prior to this time, the Babylonians and others had a
four planet cosmology that included only Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, and Mercury. Venus, the sun,
and the moon were included within a separate cosmic triumvirate. Venus became Anthena in
the Greek mythology, and was worshipped and feared.
Part II of the book explains how this threat was taken down. The large elliptical orbit of
Venus took it into contact with Mars some 2600 years ago, disrupting its path and resulting in
a new orbit that took Mars into near proximity to Earth about every fifteen years. (The
Martian surface features are the result of the much larger Venus’ gravitational impact causing
volcanic activity.) The first major (and implied biggest) Earth-Mars collision/near miss
occurred during the time of the prophet Isaiah. Velikovsky places the collision very
accurately as 747 BCE based on historical records (he uses the prophets Joel, Micah, and
Amos as later eye-witnesses who predicted the repeated 15 year encounters with Mars). The
year 747 BCE place the initial event in the reign of Uzziah, king of Jerusalem and the
destruction of a Babylonian army under Sennacherib. The destruction of the army is
specifically associated with another huge electrical discharge from Mars to the Earth.
Velikovsky backs up his speculation with a great deal of Greek citations and also posits that
Rome was founded as a direct result of these encounters, with Mars becoming integral to later
day Roman state worship. Also, Mars impact on the Earth included changing our period of
orbit. Prior to 747 BCE the period was 360 days. Between 747 and 687 BCE the solar and
lunar movements changed repeatedly due to Mars passing by. After the last close encounter in
687 BCE the period stabilized to approximately 365.25 days. Here he provides some
intriguing historical documentation from quite a few cultures heavily footnoted that showed
many civilizations felt the need to adjust their calendars at about the same time and by the
same number of days. Confirming or discrediting this claim is beyond the scope of this
review.
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Eventually, a final Mars/Venus/Earth interaction resulted in sending all three members to their
current orbits sometime after 687 BCE. And here we are!
There is a lot more than I have gone into here, often with way too much repetition. I have
added some personal observations below after re-reading the book after 50 years:
 Velikovsky was no crazed dummy. He was highly educated, knew and worked with
Einstein, read a great deal of the source material in languages he knew or relied on
translations.
 He is very much an Old Testament guy. He believes the prophets were basically predicting accurately and reporting on the effects of real physical events. All of the miracles of the Exodus can be explained by his collision theories. No reference to the New
Testament occurs.
 Many of his sources are historical, such as Egyptian papyrus’, Mayan glyphs, Babylonian clay tablets, Greek historians, and ancient Chinese sources. The similarities he
draws between verbal folk records of non-literary peoples and written records are
thought provoking and do suggest a common source or experience at times. Velikovsky does tend to stretch even small similarities too much.
 His theories are hindered by his use of the presumed science of his time. He often
sources questions of rock and fossil formation location to scientists who did their work
in the 19th or early 20th Centuries. Plate tectonic theory had really not been developed
in 1950. Hence he attributes finding sea floor material in the Himalayas on massive
planetary collision tidal waves sweeping across the land.
 His theory that collisions between bodies impact the Earth’s magnetic fields and pole
orientation (tilt) to the point where seasons were affected very quickly and would lead
to the rapid climate change and “quick freeze” of mammoths and mastodons in Alaska
and Siberian tundra is as reasonable as any other theory I have read to explain them.
In conclusion, I will close with a quote from Velikovsky’s prologue:
“Laws must conform to historical facts not facts with law.”
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Constellation Quiz
Dan Rothstein
This month’s questions:
1. Find the Siren.
2. What constellation was known as the Women of the
Bier?
3. Identify some of the Dark Constellations of the Incas.
4. Where was Sudarium Veronicae, St. Veronica’s Veil?

Answers to last issue’s questions:
1. Petrus Apianus, or Peter Apian introduced one new figure in his 1524 Cosmographicus
Liber, an alternate for another traditional grouping, reverting to the even older alternate
story of Plaustrum. The Latin translation of Plaustrum is wagon, cart, wain. The roman
meaning is a 2 wheeled ox cart, but Apian’s figure shows a team of horses pulling a wagon,
consistent with the European alternative view of Ursa Major as a four-wheeled wagon, or
wain. This of course didn’t originate with Apian, who was known for borrowing from
many sources. The dualism of the Bear/Wagon is as old as ancient Greece, appearing in
Homer’s Illiad. The 4 wheels are the stars of the bowl of the Dipper and the handle is three
oxen, everlastingly circling the threshing floor. In England it has been called Charles Wain,
but this doesn’t refer to Charles of England, but to Charlemagne (Charles the Great).
Arcturus is also associated with this legend as King Arthur, whose successor in Northern
Europe was Charlemagne. Apian includes a graphical representation of an old folk method,
which is still widely used, of telling time at night by noting the position of the Dipper
relative to Polaris.
2. Virgo is one of only three women among our constellations, but she makes up the imbalance by being the second largest, embodying the oldest of deities, the earth mother. The
classical Virgo is a winged maiden who holds either an ear of corn or a sheaf of wheat (representing Spica), being identified as the Greek goddess of fertility Demeter. She is analogous to Ishtar in Mesopotamia and Isis in Egypt. All three journeyed into the underworld to
rescue a loved-one, creating the mythical origins of spring and autumn. Ishtar (Inanna) was
originally associated with sex, war, and justice in Sumer, later by the Assyrians and Babylonians as the Queen of Heaven, in the period from about 4000 to 3000 BC. Her husband
was Tammuz or Dumuzid, the god of the harvest. When he dies, she descends into Kur, the
Sumerian underworld to argue for his release. He is permitted to return to the living world,
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2. (cont.) but only for half of the year, while she must replace him in the underworld for
the other half. While she is there, fertility on earth ceases, only returning when they
exchange places. The Babylonian version greatly influenced the Phoenician version,
whose goddess was known as Astoreth, later Hellenized to Astarte. In Egypt the myth is
of Isis, who is wife and sister of Osiris. When Osiris is murdered by Set, Isis (the
provider of rain and goddess of the Nile) resurrects him each year, providing the annual
flood of the Nile and the return of fertility. The Greek version is of Demeter, the Greek
goddess of the harvest. This was the Golden Age when earth had eternal spring and
prosperity (before Zeus overthrew his father Uranus). Persephone was the daughter of
Zeus and Demeter. She was abducted by Hades, lord of the underworld. In revenge
Demeter ruined the earth and its harvests until Zeus intervened, forcing Persephone to
spend half the year in the underworld as wife of Hades. When she was released,
Demeter permitted Nature to resume its normal course. The sun is in Virgo in late
summer and early fall, so Virgo is invisible during the Middle-eastern hot season. In
spring Virgo is visible in the night sky and the world becomes fertile again.
3. In an earlier quiz I introduced a myth associated with the south and eastern half of the
Race Track of the Lakota Sioux. Also associated with the same area of the sky is their
myth of the Seven Little Girls. The key to the Lakota stellar theology is the concept of
mirroring, the idea that what is below on the earth is also above in the star world and
the reverse. The Lakota constellation of the Seven Little Girls is identified as the Pleiades. The sun moving into this group is interpreted as a sacred message from the stars for
the Lakota to move to its analog on earth, the area near Harney Peak, a massif which
has seven summits. Their oral traditions dictate which ceremonies must be performed
there to ensure the return of the buffalo. A Lakota legend tells the story of this constellation as seven girls who went out to play (in another version it is a brother and sister)
and were spotted by giant bears, who chased them, surrounding them on a large rock.
They preyed to the Great Spirit to save them. The rock suddenly rose up toward the sky.
As the bears started to climb it they left deep claw marks in its side, but the rock became too steep and they never reached the girls. The rock is called the Bear Lodge,
known to us today as Devils’ Tower in Wyoming, just outside the northwestern part of
the Race Track. The Great Spirit would not allow the girls to remain on earth, so when
the girls reached the sky they were turned into stars, to continue their journey in the sky.
In the other version a bird carries the brother and sister back to earth.
4. Hipparchus is known for many astronomical discoveries including the precession of the
equinoxes; the epicycle and deferent systems used to produce retrograde motion for the
planets in the geocentric system, the magnitude scale, measuring the length of the year
to within 6 minutes, and the creation of the first star catalog that used a coordinate system. However, since the destruction of the Alexandrian Library 1600 years ago, (cont)
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4. (cont.) astronomers have been searching for an original copy of Hipparchus’ star catalog,
created about 150 BC. A copy of it is embedded in Ptolemy’s larger catalog in the
Almagest, but we don’t have a proven authentic copy to compare to. An astrophysicist
has announced that he has discovered the catalog hiding in the star positions on the statue
that most people have seen of Atlas holding the earth on his shoulders. The globe he
holds is called the Farnese Globe. It was discovered in the 1400’s.and is believed to be a
2nd century AD Roman copy of an earlier Greek original. This globe shows 41 Greek
constellations and lines tracing the celestial equator, ecliptic, and the two tropics. A
statistical analysis was done by Bradley Schaefer (Journal for the History of Astronomy,
2005), a major authority on the history of celestial globes and other astronomical
instruments. He photographed the star positions, the exact position and orientations of the
constellations relative to the ecliptic, celestial equator and other constellations. He
showed that the globe is too accurate to be an artistic interpretation, and that the original
globe dates to the period of Hipparchus, including all the constellations he used but no
others, and shows the stars he used are in their proper positions to within the
uncertainties of the measurements of the globe. The globe is consistent with Hipparchus’
data, but still not absolutely provable, Now on to the Hipparchus Rule. From antiquity
until well into the 17th century, scholars envisioned the stars being located on a sphere
surrounding the earth. This gave rise to two possible ways to maps the stars: an internal
perspective, from a point on the earth looking out, or an external perspective from
outside the sphere looking back at the earth. These different views became an issue when
looking at their very stylized star charts. One problem relates to the orientation of the
figures depicted in star charts and on globes. The so-called Hipparchus Rule, attributed to
him in the 2nd century BC, prescribed that human figures should be depicted such that
when they were observed from Earth, the front of the figure should face the observer.
Thus, figures on external perspective charts and globes should be depicted from the back,
not showing a face. Problems sometimes arose with adherence to this rule. This often
created problems when authors referred to the left hand or right leg of a figure. Which
perspective are they using? Johannes Bayer is a notable exception to the rule. Dekker
considers the Renaissance adherence to the Hipparchus Rule a remarkable feat, given that
there is no evidence that any Renaissance mapmakers had any familiarity with
Hipparchus or his rule.
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Deep Thoughts on Engineering and Physics
Chris Powell
The following is an addition to our continued collection of “Physics and Engineering Folklore”.
As the term folklore implies, often the original author or source are not clear or known, and
multiple and differing versions can be found.
This “A.E.C. Exam” is from my collection and probably dates from before 1974. The Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) was the predecessor to the Nuclear Energy Commission (NRC).
One of the responsibilities of the AEC (and then the NRC) was to license nuclear power plant
operators at two levels, Reactor Operators (ROs) and Senior Reactor Operators (SROs).
Following an extensive training program which included On-the-Job training, classroom study,
and nuclear plant simulator training, an individual was deemed ready to sit for the Reactor
Operator Examination, which included an eight hour written exam covering technical,
theoretical, and procedural aspects of the job, followed by a four hour simulator examination
facing routine and emergency scenarios, and a four hour walk-through and oral examination of
the nuclear plant that the candidate was qualifying on. Licensed Reactor Operators could
eventually sit for the Senior Reactor Operator Exam which included a four hour written exam.
These early exams were essentially essay exams (after Three Mile Island, nuclear training
became more “task oriented” and multiple choice exams replaced the essay format). These
earlier exams could leave the RO and SRO candidate scratching their heads, but the more you
wrote, the more chance you could convince the AEC/NRC Examiner you knew what you were
supposed to know. Grading often appeared to be subjective. An 80% grade was required to
pass and be licensed. Most candidates were given only two shots at passing.
Given the above, it was inevitable that parodies of the written exams would be created and
circulated. The example provided for your enjoyment is obviously an SRO Exam based on the
four hour time limit specified and the heavy emphasis on “theory”.
As always, I welcome submittals for inclusion in future issues, which could be passed to me at
any of our CVAS monthly meetings or directly to my email at
christopher.powell@earthlink.net.
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A.E.C.Exam
INSTRUCTIONS: Read each question carefully. Answer all questions. Time limit, 4
hours. Begin immediately.
1) MEDICINE - You have been provided with a razor blade, a piece of gauze and a bottle of
Scotch. Remove your appendix. Do not suture until your work has been inspected. You
have 15 minutes.
2) HISTORY - Describe the history of the papacy from its origins to the present day,
concentrating especially but not exclusively on its social, political, economic, religious, and
philosophical impact on Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be brief, concise, and specific.
3) BIOLOGY - Create life. Estimate the differences in subsequent human culture if this form
of life had developed 500 million years earlier, with special attention to its probable effect
on the English parliamentary system.
4) PUBLIC SPEAKING - Two thousand drug-crazed aborigines are storming the classroom.
Calm them. You may use any ancient language except Latin or Greek.
5) MUSIC - Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate and perform it with flute and drum. You will
find a piano under your seat.
6) ENGINEERING - The disassembled parts of a high-powered rifle have been placed in a box
under your desk. You will also find an instruction manual printed in Swahili. In 10 minutes
a hungry Bengal tiger will be admitted to the room. Take whatever action you feel is
appropriate. Be prepared to justify your decision.
7) SOCIOLOGY - What sociological problems might accompany the end of the world?
Construct an experiment to test your decision.
8) MANAGEMENT SCIENCE - Define management. Define science. How do they relate?
Create a generalized algorithm to optimize all managerial decisions. Assuming an 1130
CPU supporting 50 terminals, each terminal to activate your algorithm, design the
communications interface and all necessary control problems.
9) PSYCHOLOGY - Based on your knowledge of their works, evaluate the emotional
stability, degree of adjustment and repressed frustrations of each: Alexander of Aprodisias,
Ramses II, Gregory of Nicca, Hammarabi; support your evalution with quotations from each
man’s work. It is not necessary to translate.
10) POLITICAL SCIENCE - There is a red telephone on the desk beside you. Start World War
III. Report at length on its socio-political ramifications, if any.
(Continued on following page)
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11) ECONOMICS - Develop a realistic plan for refinancing the national debt. Trace the
possible effects of your plan on these areas: Cubism, the Donatist controversy, the wave
theory of light.
12) EPISTEMOLOGY - Take a position for/against truth. Prove the validity of your position.
13) PHYSICS - Explain the nature of matter. Include in your answer an evaluation of the
impact of the development of mathematics on science.
14) PHILOSOPHY - Sketch the development of human thought, estimate its significance.
Compare with the development of any other kind of thought.
15) GENERAL KNOWLEDGE - Describe in detail, briefly.

EXTRA CREDIT
Define the universe. Give three examples.
EXTRA EXTRA CREDIT (Provided by Tony Mallama(*) with Apologies to Dan
Rothstein)
1. Why was the celestial globe on sale?
2. What was the expectant astronomer doing?
3. What is the job of an usher?
4. Where can you see lots of Suns?
5. Did you hear about the traffic accident?
Answers.
1. It was Missing Lynx
2. Knitting baby Bootes
3. To Cetus
4. On a court in Phoenix
5. A Taurus ran into Orion
(*) Editor’s

Note: Please direct all hoots and jeers to Tony. He blames spending too much time locked
down during the Pandemic.
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